. PC and DIC Image restoration. PC and DIC (row A) can be restored (row B) to generate pseudo-quantitative images where the signal is related to the OPD. DIC restoration produces only mild artifacts (cells have a small shadow parallel to the DIC shear angle) whereas PC restoration is only able to provide usable images with a precise phenotype, for instance if normal (flat) cells are correctly restored, rounded cells will "disappear" (as shown in the inset images, contrast adjusted).
. PC and DIC Image restoration. PC and DIC (row A) can be restored (row B) to generate pseudo-quantitative images where the signal is related to the OPD. DIC restoration produces only mild artifacts (cells have a small shadow parallel to the DIC shear angle) whereas PC restoration is only able to provide usable images with a precise phenotype, for instance if normal (flat) cells are correctly restored, rounded cells will "disappear" (as shown in the inset images, contrast adjusted). Supplementary Fig. (2) . Image degradation due to the water meniscus. When the wells are normally filled (100 µl for a 96-well plate) a water meniscus forms (row A) and acts like a lens which degrades the image contrast. When the well is completely filled to the top of the side walls, a requirement not compatible with HCS, (row B) this effect disappears. This effect is absent with DHM, Bright Field and therefore TIE. Scale bar 50 µm. Supplementary Fig. (3) . Effect of confluency on OPD measurement. Graphs shows the evolution of the measurement of confluency (red) and average OPD (blue) during a 65 hours time-lapse recording period with HeLa and H9c2 cells. We observe an early fluctuation of the OPD signal in the first few hours after plating (due to the sedimentation of the cells) and then a stable OPD for more than 2 days (much longer than the experimental time window). The lower measured confluency of H9c2 at the end of the experiment is due to the same threshold being used for both cells, thus giving a lower confluency for flatter cells (like H9c2). Supplementary Fig. (4) . Membrane integrity assay. HeLa cells were plated in 96-well plates and treated at different time over 24 h with Chloroquine (1 mM) (A) or Doxorubicin (10 µM) (B). After indicated incubation time, DHM images were acquired and cells population average OPD signal were determined by a MATLAB R2012a image analysis algorithm at the same time total fluorescent signal were measured from Lactate Dehydrogenase Activity Assay kit (CytoTox-ONETM Homogeneous Membrane Integrity Assay, Promega). Increase in fluorescent signal corresponding to the release from cell to culture media of Lactate Dehydrogenase (LDH) is an indication of a lost of plasma membrane integrity. In the case of Chloroquine, the LDH increase activity start after 3 hours corresponding to the maximum signal measured in DHM. Whereas with Doxorubicin no apparent LDH increase in activity was observed. (C) HeLa cells were treated with 0.1% TritonX-100 and DHM signal was read online each second. TritonX-100 is a nonionic surfactant wildly use for cell lysis. Immediately after TritonX-100 addition, the average OPD decrease rapidly (with half live of 2.1 seconds). 
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